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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project



Student Notes:



Drill Press Assembly 30 min



The objectives of this project are to create a part, analyze it, add the part to an assembly, modify the part within the context of the assembly, and to create an assembly drawing. The assembly used in this project is the Drill Press. You have created several components used in the assembly in case studies throughout the course.
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By the end of this project you will be able to: Create the support part for the assembly Finalize the part Create the drill press assembly Edit a part within the context of the assembly Create a drawing of the Drill Press assembly
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Overview (1/3)



Student Notes:



Following is a list of steps that are required to complete the master project: 1. Create a part. Create the support used in the Drill Press assembly. The part uses features learned in this course. Design Intent:
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A stable base feature must be selected. The model must be created symmetrically about the YZ and the ZX planes, and must sit on the XY plane. Fillets must be created as separate features (they cannot be created within the profile sketches). Avoid complicated profiles.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Overview (2/3)



Student Notes:



2. Finalize the part. Apply material and take measurements of the model. Design Intent: The model must be made of aluminum. Overall dimension, the mass and center of gravity must be clearly displayed on the model. The length of the model must be double the width of the model. A parameter must be created to control the length of the model.



3. Create the Drill Press assembly. Using the models you have built in the case studies, and additional models, create the Drill Press assembly. Design Intent:
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Select the most stable base component. Fully constrain all the components in the assembly.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Overview (3/3)



Student Notes:



4. Modify a part in the context of the assembly. Make changes to the support within the context of the assembly. Design Intent: The diameter of the hole must update when changes are made to the handle block.



5. Create an assembly drawing. Create a simple assembly drawing of the Drill Press assembly. Design Intent:
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Three main views of the drawing must be shown. Overall dimensions for the Drill Press must be displayed on the drawing. The drawing must contain a title block.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Overview Recap



Student Notes:



Create the support Finalize the part file Create the Drill Press assembly Edit a part within the context of the assembly
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Create an assembly drawing
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Part Creation



Student Notes:



Drill Press Assembly 60 min



The objective of this step is to plan and create the support part. The support part is a part of the Drill Press assembly. High-level instructions for this exercise are provided. By the end of this step, you will be able to:
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Create a new part Determine the best base feature Determine the best tool for each feature Save a file
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (1/10) Create the support part.
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Detail views on the next page.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Part Creation (2/10)



Student Notes:
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Create the support part (continued).
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (3/10) Here is a list of tasks to guide you: 1



1. Create a base feature. Select a stable base feature. For the support, a simple block shape is best. Create the block so that the bottom of the block is located on the XY plane, and the box is symmetric about the YZ and ZX planes.



2



2. Remove material. Remove the material using a pocket feature.



3
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3. Create cylindrical pad. Create the top cylinder using a pad feature. This feature could also be constructed with a shaft. What are the benefits of using a pad?
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (4/10) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 4.



Remove side material. Remove the side material using a pocket feature.



5.



Remove material from the other side. Remove the material from the other side by mirroring the pocket created in step 4 about a reference plane.



4



5



Apply 1degree draft to the cylindrical surface. Apply a 1 degree draft to side surface of the cylindrical pad. Use the bottom surface of the block as the neutral element. Make sure the pull direction appears as shown.



6
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6.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (5/10) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 7. Apply a 1 degree draft to the sides of the base. Apply a 1 degree draft to 8 side surfaces of the block. Use the bottom surface of the block as the neutral element. Make sure the pull direction is as shown.
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8. Create Pad. Create a pad through the block. Create the pad in the center of the block, then extrude in both the directions equally.



7



9



8



9. Apply fillets to the model. Apply fillets to the model. All fillets must be 5mm.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (6/10) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 10. Create lip. Create the lip at the base of the block by offsetting the bottom surface of the block in the Sketcher workbench. Recall the design intent: the bottom of the support must sit on the XY plane.



10



11



11. Shell the model. Shell the model leaving a 5mm inside thickness. Remove the two surfaces as shown.



12
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12. Create a hole. Create a 70mm diameter hole at the top of the block.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (7/10) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 13. Create a stiffener. Create a stiffener in the center of the support.



13



14. Create 1 degree draft on stiffener. Apply a 1 degree draft to the sides of the stiffener. Use the bottom surface of the support as the neutral element. Ensure that the pull direction appears as shown.



14



15. Create edge fillets on the four edges. Add 5mm edge fillets to the inside four edges of the stiffener as shown.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (8/10) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 16. Create a Tritangent fillet. Add a tritangent fillet to the stiffener.



17



16



17. Create edge fillets on the two outside edges of the stiffener. Complete the stiffener by adding 5mm edge fillets to the end edges. 18. Create and pattern a hole. Create an 8 mm diameter hole on the lip of the support and use the Rectangular Pattern tool to create the other three holes.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Part Creation (9/10) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 19. Add two cataloged features. The tabs have been created for you and are located in the Tabs.Catalog file. Use the references for the user feature as shown. Create two planes as the sketch support reference. The first plane is offset from the XY plane 50mm, the second plane is offset 170mm from the XY plane.



19
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Side Face reference
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Front Face reference
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Part Creation (10/10)



Student Notes:



Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 20. Add edge fillets to both tabs and lip edge. Finish the model by adding 5mm fillets to the tabs and the edge between the lip and the block.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Part Creation Recap



Student Notes:
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Create a new part Determine the best base feature Determine the best tool for each feature Save a file
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Finalize the Part



Student Notes:



Drill Press Assembly 60 min



The objective of this step is to finalize the support part. Material will be applied, measurements will be taken, and formulas will be developed. High-level instructions for this exercise are provided. By the end of this step, you will be able to:
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Apply material to the model Save overall length and width measurements Calculate the mass of the model Locate the center of gravity Create formulas
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Finalize the Part (1/4)



Student Notes:



Continue with the support part created in step 1. If you did not complete step 1, use Support_Step1.CATPart from the completed folder. Here is a list of tasks to guide you: 1. Apply material to the model. Apply aluminum to the model.



1



2. Create formula to control the width of the model. Create a formula that equates the width of the model to ½ the length. Use the width and length dimension for the base feature.
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Base Feature



width
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Length



2
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Finalize the Part (2/4) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 3. Add a user-defined parameter to the model. Create a user-defined parameter of type [length]. Name the parameter [Length]. Give the parameter a value of [485mm].
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4. Equate the length of the model to the userdefined parameter. Equate the length dimension to the new parameter. Test the parameter by changing the Length parameter value back to [480mm].
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4
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Finalize the Part (3/4) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 5. Calculate the overall length, width and height of the model. Calculate the measurements as shown. Customize the measurements to calculate the components. Save the measurements.



5
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6. Determine the mass of the support. Customize the Measure Inertia tool to only calculate mass. Save the measurement.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Finalize the Part (4/4)



Student Notes:



To help, here is a list of tasks (continued):



7. Locate the center of gravity. Create a point at the center of gravity using the Create Geometry option from the Measure Inertia window. 8. Hide the Geometrical set and the Measurements. For clarity, hide the Geometrical Set.1 and Measure branches of the specification tree.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Finalize the Part Recap



Student Notes:
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Apply material to the model Save overall length and width measurements Calculate the mass of the model Locate the center of gravity Create formulas
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Create an Assembly



Student Notes:



Drill Press Assembly 60 min



The objective of this step is to create the Drill Press assembly. This assembly contains all the parts you have created in the case studies also the support part. High-level instructions for this exercise are provided. By the end of this step you will be able to:
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Create a new assembly Add components to the assembly Fully constrain the assembly Modify display properties Save the file
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly (1/7) All sub-assemblies have already been created for you. The structure of the Drill Press assembly is shown.



Casing_Sup.CATPart Casing_Inf.CATPart



Here is a list of tasks to guide you: 1. Create a new assembly. Create a new assembly. Name the assembly [Drill_Press].



Support .CATPart



Drill_Support .CATProduct



Handle_Mechanism .CATProduct



Stand.CATProduct
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2. Add the Stand.CATProduct. The first component assembled into the file should be the most stable. In this case, the Stand sub-assembly is the best choice. Use the Fix constraint to fully constrain the component.



Bloc_Engine .CATProduct
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly (2/7) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 3. Insert Support.CATPart. 3a



3c 3b
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a. Add the Support to the assembly. If you did not complete step 2, use the Support_Step2.CATPart in the completed folder instead. b. The inside bottom surface of the support should be on the same plane as the top of the column. c. The ZX plane in the support should be parallel with the side of the table. d. The axis of the pad on the support should be coincident with the axis of the column.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly (3/7) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 4a



4. Insert Bloc_Engine.CATProduct. a. Make the surface of the Engine support parallel with the YZ plane in the support. b. Make the axis of the hole coincident with the hole in the tab on the support. c. The bottom surface should be in contact with the top surface of the tab.



4b
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4c
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly (4/7) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 5. Insert Drill_Support_L9.CATProduct.



5a



a. Align the axis of the Canella_Axis with the axis of the hole in the support. b. Make the side of support plaque parallel to the side of the side of the table.
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5b
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly (5/7) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 6a



6. Insert Handle_Mechanism.CATProduct.
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a. Make the axis of the handle block coincident with the axis in the circular pad on the support. b. Make the bottom surface on the revolved feature in the handle block in contact with the circular pad on the support. c. Make the top surface of the connecting rod parallel to the top surface of the support. d. Add an external line contact constraint, using the surface contact tool between the circular surface of the bearing and the top surface of the support plaque.
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6b 6c



6d
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly (6/7) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 7. Add Casing_inf.CATPart. a. Make one of the center holes in the casing coincident with the axis of the Canella axis. b. Make one of the outer holes coincident with the corresponding hole on the support. c. Have the bottom surface of the casing in contact with the top surface of the support.



7b



7a



7c



8a



8. Add Casing_sup.CATPart.
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a. Use the default reference planes on both the casing parts to fully constrain the component as shown.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly (7/7) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued): 9. Insert Canella_Pulley.CATProduct. •



For clarity, hide the support, and both the casing parts from display. a. Make the axis of the pulley support with the axis of the canella axis. b. Make the top surface of the pulley coincident with the top surface of the pulley in the Bloc_Engine.



9b 9a



10.Modify the display. •



Re-display all the components in the assembly. Hide all the constrains and visible reference planes if any.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project Student Notes:



Master Project: Create an Assembly Recap
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Create a new assembly Add components to the assembly Fully constrain the assembly Modify display properties Save the file
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Edit a Part in an Assembly



Student Notes:



Drill Press Assembly 40 min



The objective of this step is to use the skills learned in this course to add a feature to the support part in the context of the assembly. Currently, there is no hole on the support for the handle block to the inserted. In this step, you will create the hole by referencing the diameter of the handle block. High-level instructions for this exercise are provided.



By the end of this step you will be able to:
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Edit a part in the context of the assembly Create a feature using references from other components in the assembly
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Edit a Part in an Assembly (1/2) Continue with the Drill Press assembly created in step 3. If you have not completed step 3, use Step3_complete.CATProduct instead.



Student Notes:



1



Here is a list of tasks to guide you: 1. Activate the support part. To create a feature inside the support model, the model must be active.



2
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2. Create profile. Create a profile by projecting the edges of the handle block. This ensures that the diameter of the hole is always correct. To create the projection, rotate the model to 3D orientation, select the cylindrical surface, and use the Intersect 3D elements tool.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Edit a Part in an Assembly (2/2) Here is a list of tasks to guide you (continued):



Student Notes:



3



3. Remove material. Use a pocket feature to remove the material from the support. 4. Reactivate the assembly. Reactivate the assembly. Re-display the components you may have hidden.
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Edit a Part in an Assembly Recap



Student Notes:
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Create a new part Determine the best base feature Determine the best tool for each feature Save a file
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Create an Assembly Drawing



Student Notes:



Drill Press Assembly 20 min



The objective of this step is to create a drawing of the drill press assembly. Include the overall dimensions of the model and a title block in the drawing. High-level instructions for this exercise are provided. By the end of this step you will be able to:
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Create a new drawing Create three main views Add dimensions Apply title block Save a file
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Create an Assembly Drawing



Student Notes:



Create a drawing of the drill press assembly as shown. If you have not completed step 4, use Step4_complete.CATProduct. Use the following criteria: Standard: ANSI Format: C ANSI Orientation: Portrait Sheet Scale: 1:10 Isometric view’s scale 1:15 Title Block: Drawing_TitleBlock_Sample1.
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• • • • • •
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Master Project



Master Project: Create an Assembly Drawing Recap



Student Notes:
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Create a new drawing Create three main views Add dimensions Apply title block Save a file
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